General notes for singers and non-singers in any drive-in UYBC CARbershop event:!

!

Nobody is required to do this. Only participate if you decide we have been diligent enough in
making this experience as safe as possible, and that the protocols we have used will be
sufficient for your safety. You may at any time simply listen to the ‘broadcast’, providing you
are near enough to our transmitter. Visit https://www.barbershop.org/the-drive-in-rehearsalsinging-safely-during-the-pandemic to learn more than can be said here.!

!

To be issued a microphone and cord, fill in this required questionnaire: https://forms.gle/
ujiRaLF1JykuyNex8 It’s easier to do before you leave home.!

!

You: Be gentle with yourself. It’s been months (and months!) of NOT singing. Physical,
emotional, listening skills may have atrophied. We’ll all be nice. This is not only a safe space,
it’s a space you can try things in: it’s a Brave Space. Since the winter air is so much drier than
summer air, bring twice the water you normally do. We will take stretch/bathroom breaks
during the rehearsal.!

!

Safety: We will all have the permission to warn someone (car horn) that they are falling back
into pre-COVID behaviors, because someone forgot to 😷 ACT AS IF EVERYONE HAS
COVID COOTIES!😬 No one person can be responsible to monitor everyone else’s
behaviors. Please help the team; be vigilant!!

!

Cars: Please tune your radio to 107.1FM. You may use your car’s (Some Subaru and Lexus
cars have a built-in (telephone) delay which will not work for this experience.) radio FRONT
SPEAKERS(rear speakers will bleed too much sound into the microphone even if we’re
holding the microphone correctly), a battery powered boombox or a portable radio on your
dashboard, a pocket radio with earbuds🎧 , an FM headset, etc. Park at least 8 feet from any
other car. If you are running your heater/vent/defrost, please run it on RECIRCULATING, so
your air stays in your car. Only open your door enough to get your forehead temperature
taken if you didn’t at home, and so you can gently close your door against a microphone’s
delicate cord without crushing it. Be aware your car battery will probably not last an entire
rehearsal(even only using your fan/radio) without dying, unless your motor stays running.
Please get your fuel before our drive-in event. When you do drive home, use that time in a
lower gear to get your motor/alternator revolutions to the mid-point of maximum, so your car
can charge its battery. Bob does have AAA, and several of us have jumper cables.!

!

Body Alignment: Be prepared to sit tall in your seat to give your body the best chance to
expand your breathing area(lower abdomen). If you can, level the seat deck of your seat, or
find a pillow/board/book(s), or some combination that will give you a level seat deck(as a
stationary chair would have in a level building). If you need to recline your seat back
completely vertical or completely back out of your way, please do. Slide your seat where you
will be able to hold/have a holder for your microphone without bumping it against anything (we
would all hear that noise) and your sheet music/device. After years/decades of practice, your
body is naturally used to settling back into the driver or passenger seat for 55mph stability,

safety and comfort, so you will need to fight that muscle memory. We WILL take short breaks
in our cars, when you CAN settle back into your chair backs, as well as short breaks outside
our cars.!

!
Microphone technique:! !
The basic microphones we’ll be using need to be pointed level
with, and about 1” to 4” from your upper lip. If you have a way to clamp it on to your steering
wheel or visor or rearview mirror, that will work SO much better/quieter, and let your hands
handle sheet music/device. I can share a list of clamping devices available on Amazon.!

!
As we learn more, we will add more to this BASIC list of recommendations.!
!

!
After socializing/jabbering a bit, we will tune up to a unison Do and then split into our 4
part starting chord(Bass: Do/Baritone: Sol/Lead: Do’/Tenor: Mi’), and then the first chord or
note of the song we’re about to sing in the first vowel sound. Then we will start with a few
simple parts of the Peel up/down Warmups. We’ll sing 🇦 to 🇧 , 🇨 to 🇩 , and 🇫 to 🇬 ,
so our mixologist can get the best microphone levels possible. You should hear the changing
levels in your radio. We may sing the same parts again. !

!

We’ll run through/rehearse:!
!
💈 The Old Songs!
!

💈 Heart of My Heart!

!

💈 Wild Irish Rose!

!

🎄 Christmas Suggestion 1!

!

🎅 Christmas Suggestion 2 or 🎄 more!!

!

💈 One More Song!

!

💈 Keep The Whole World Singing!

!
!

AFTER the transmitter is powered down:!
!
Plan to hand the microphone and/or its cord carefully into a bag to reduce impact
damage. We will let them sit in the bags for a week, and then sterilize them this time. Once
we know more (for next time?), we may have you sterilize them. !

!

When you get home, please plan to email to upperyoopers@gmail.com a commentary of
what you liked, as well as what you think we can improve upon for next time. While verbal
comments are appreciated, they may be forgotten as teardown/strike is ensuing, so please
remember to give your feedback via email. Thank you for your consideration and
participation!🆒 💈 🎵 🎶 🎼 🎧 🎤 🎄 🎅 😬 😷 🚙 ✌ 👀 !

!
!
!

